Page 3, § 490.1(a)(1)

July 9th draft: “new development projects with an aggregate landscape area equal to or greater than 500 square feet requiring a building or landscape permit, plan check or design review;”

Change: “development” replaced with “construction”

Corrected: “new construction projects with an aggregate landscape area equal to or greater than 500 square feet requiring a building or landscape permit, plan check or design review;”

Page 7, § 491(bbb)

July 9th draft: “‘overhead sprinkler irrigation systems’ means systems that deliver water through the air (e.g., spray heads and rotors).”

Change: terminology “overhead spray” added

Corrected: “‘overhead sprinkler irrigation systems’ or ‘overhead spray irrigation systems’ means systems that deliver water through the air (e.g., spray heads and rotors).”

Page 8, § 491(ttt)

July 9th draft: “‘sprinkler head’ means a device which delivers water through a nozzle.”

Change: terminology “spray head” added

Corrected: “‘sprinkler head’ or ‘spray head’ means a device which delivers water through a nozzle.”

Page 15, § 492.6(b)(10)

July 9th draft: “…examples include, but are not limited to: are provide in Section 492.16.”

Change: typographical error fixed

Corrected: “…examples include, but are not limited to: are provided in Section 492.16.”
Page 23, § 492.17(b)

July 9th draft: “Model Homes. All model homes shall be landscaped and that are landscaped shall use signs and written information to demonstrate the principles of water efficient landscapes described in this ordinance.”

Change: proposed insertion and deletion rejected; language left as is in 2009 Ordinance

Corrected: “Model Homes. All model homes that are landscaped shall use signs and written information to demonstrate the principles of water efficient landscapes described in this ordinance.”

Page 24, § 492.5(a)

July 9th draft: “… Reports should be submitted as follows.”

Change: sentence corrected

Corrected: “… Reports shall be submitted to the Department of Water Resources.”

Appendix B

Page 36, Appendix B, footnote (d) on ETWU and footnote (e) on MAWA

July 9th draft: “where 0.62 is a conversion factor that acre-inches per acre per year to gallons per square foot per year,”

Change: sentence corrected by adding word “converts”

Corrected: “where 0.62 is a conversion factor that converts acre-inches per acre per year to gallons per square foot per year”